
CLIPSENING 2.0                                Listening through videoclips                                                                   4º ESO  

Student name: ____________________________________ Group: _______ Date: _________

Video #001: The Dream Gap Project | @Barbie

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZ8Sgkq74XA&t=31s 

Vocabulary: 

ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION SPANISH ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION SPANISH

1 gap  = brecha 6 believe bilí:f creer

2 full  = completo/a/os/as 7 science sáiens ciencia

3 likely láikli probable/s 8 google gúgol buscar en Google

4 stop  = parar, dejar de 9 gifted guíftid superdotado

5 go on góu on seguir, continuar 10 boss  = jefe/a

Listening: 

 1. [0:01] The “dream gap” comes ____________ girls and their full potential. 

 a) behind

 b) between

 c) below

 2. [0:11] Starting at age 5, girls stop believing they can be… 

 a) presidents, scientists, astronauts. 

 b) big thinkers, engineers, CEOs. 

 c) Both a) and b) are correct. 

 3. [0:28] By age 7 we’re more likely to think that boys are ____________ than us. 

 a) cleverer

 b) more intelligent

 c) smarter

 4. [0:37] When we’re three times less likely ____________ a science-related toy… 

 a) to be given

 b) to be gifted

 c) to believe even

 5. [0:52] We need to see brilliant women ____________ and see how they got where they are…

 a) been billing

 b) being billing

 c) being brilliant

 6. [1:08] Moms, dads,____________: we need all of you to help. 

 a) teachers and bosses

 b) brothers and bosses

 c) brothers and boxes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZ8Sgkq74XA&t=31s


Transcription/Translation: 

1. [0:01] Let’s talk about the “dream gap”. What’s that? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. [0:07] It’s the gap that comes between girls and their full potential. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. [0:11] You see, starting at age 5, girls stop believing they can be presidents, scientists, astronauts, … 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. [0:19] … big thinkers, engineers, CEOs, and the list goes on… 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. [0:25] Why? Because what else are we going to believe… 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

6. [0:28] … when by age 7 we’re more likely to think that boys are smarter than us? That’s ridiculous. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

7. [0:37] When we’re three times less likely to be given a science-related toy… That’s sad. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

8. [0:44] And when our parents are twice as likely to google “is my son gifted?” than “is my daughter gifted”. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

9. [0:52] That’s not cool. We need to see brilliant women being brilliant and see how they got where they are…

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

10. [1:01] … to imagine ourselves doing what they do. But we can’t do it alone. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

11. [1:08] Moms, dads, brothers and bosses: we need all of you to help. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

12. [1:16] We need to close the “dream gap”. It’s up to all of us. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________


